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The author of this paper has been studying the thermodyna-
mics of transient phenomena and the results are summarized 
in his work and dissertation.1 He has endeavoured to apply his 
idea to the problem of biophysics.2 

I. Ole the Method of Btophystcs 

If we take account of the world consisted of living materials and their sur-

roundings, the Gibbs' free energy of the world must undoubtedly be decreased. 

Therefore there must be no fear of the inapplicability of thermodynamical 
principle. There is, however, some necessity of considering the part of the 

world to the thermodynamical study of life and then we must stand for the 
confusing nature of the world which comes from the thermodynamical interac-
tion of very lowg rawge.3 (The interaction is presented by p-field of 111). 

On the other hand, such an interaction is the most interesting feature 
which is called cooperative and considered as the key to solve the mystery of 

life. For instance, if there is a droplet of water suspending in its supersaturat-

ed vapour, then the whole system can no longer stay in its metastable equili-

brium state (see section (ii) of 111). 

Let us now consider virus or such an ambigous material. These materials 

constitute a part of the world of living material, " fauna and flora," consum-

ing the chemical free energy of the surroundings and have a distinguished 
character from lifeless matter like inorganic substance or pure protein.4 

From the thermodynamical point of view, what is explained above is the 
criteriow, whether virus is a sort of lifeless ~ubstance or not. The de~ttitioce of 

life might be also considered from this point. 

The characteristic nature of the theory of thermodynamics is a large scale 

* "Thermodynamik der nicht reversiblen Erscheinungen," Proc. Phys. Math,. Soc. Japa't 3, Vol. 
15 (1933), p. 12; Neturikigaku Si,tk~ (New Lecture on Thermodynamics), Tokyo, 1942; Ther-
mody'tamics of Tr(~fasie'et Pheftoemetta (in Japanese, Tokyo. 1950, Dissetation sent to Kyoto 
University). 

' The greater part of this paper is written in Japanese in Seibutu Kagaku, Vol. 2, No. I (19SO). 

* This cooperativeness is the keen contrast to the dynamical system in which we can consider a 
part or a material point of mass m, isolated frcuTl other part and the correlations are sLtbstituted by 
force f expressed b)' the equation of motion f=ftta I~'here a is the acceleration. However, f is not 
of such a lo'sg range t~attere as the thermodynamical interaction. 

' See section (v) of VI. 
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〃θ1伽肋o〃o批∫㎝closing　the　wholewprld．Wecan　not　forget　the　impor－
tance　of　this　methodo1ogical　point．

　　　　On　the　other　hand，if　we　extract　the　characteristic　point　of　the1iving

system　by　the伽ε脇od　o〃1丑∂伽〃o例and　if　we　apply　it　to　virus，then　the　cγ伽作

5o肋might　meet　some　di箭culties．　It　would　not　be　correct　from　the　methodo－

logical　p〇三nt，eitber，　to　discuss　the　de丘nition　of　life　in　such　an　壱物d刎6〃刀θ

〃缶α〃〃3グ．

　　　　In　some　individual　system　the　character　of　the　total　system　is　seen　approxi－

mately　near　and　in　such　case　the　inductive　method　is　no　longer　inadequate．

In　genera一，however，such　a舳〃oωτ凹ωo〃〃砧伽g　like｛nduction　is　very　dan＿

gerous．The　thermodynamica1consideration　wi11make　c1ear　the　methodolo－
gica1point．

II．τ加脇θ0〃0チ〃α附ε3〃肋舳0榊舳

　　　　The　process　of　decreasing　of　free　energy　G　of　the　world　containing　the

lives　is　the〃α例∫｛θ椛｛クゐθ物o榊θ肋αdescribing　the　part　of　the　historすof　the　earth．

　　　　In　the　natural　science　theγθクγo6ω6δ肋〃りis　in　genera1recognized　but　even

in　the　simple　case　of　crysta1－formation　the　initia1period　is　di丑erent　from　the

丘na1period　and　the　state　of　the　initial　period　is　no　more　reproducible　in　the

course　of　that　experiment．

　　　　The　phenomena　of1ife　is　an　experiment　of　nature　continuing　for　bi1lions

of　years　from　its　or1gination　to　the　future　from　the　thermodynamica1po1nt　of

view．If　wewant　to　reproduce，wemustwait　fortheoriginationofa　new　solar
system　and　reproduce　the　history　of　the　earth，although　it　wil1take　inestima－

ble　years．　The　specialty　of　the　phenomem　of　life　is　such　an　extraordinary

character　with　the1ong　range　character　of　mutual　action，Therefore　we　must

take　as　wel1’the土o〃∫ツ∫κ榊o∫α〃例α加zUo〃∂into　account　as　the’o〃〃∫’o〃

○チ毒んθωo〃∂and　not　individually．

　　　　But　in　some　case　we　can丘nd　the　speciai　mture　of　life，that　of　tota1his－

tory　by　observing　only　the　period　of　an4伽∂6η56ωα1〃∫εwhich　is　considered　as　a

period　of74ακα〃o例o∫‘壱〃α〃o刎of　the　total　system．　（For　instance，in　the　evolu－

tion　ofindividua1the　evoluti㎝ofthesystem　isrepeated）、What　isrelaxati㎝
oscination　wi11be　described　later・Onthe　otherhand，if　we　conclude　inversely

the舳ωκo∫肋〃o〃μ〃o∂from　the　observation　of　a　period　of　life，which　is

the　section　of1ong　history　of1ives，by　induction，then　such　a舳κんα焔北α1榊2肋o6

is　very　dangerous．

　　　　Instances　of　theκ1α”α伽物o∫6〃α〃o物proposed　by　van　der　Pol　are　ce11di－

vision，evolution　and　death　and　a1so　our　life　itself，if　we　trans1ate　it　to　the

word　of　thermodynamics．　The　evolution　of1ives　itself，which　is　an　ensemble

of　individuals，is　under　mutua1cooperating　action，and　a1so　a　samp1e　of　this

oscil1ation．　Therefore，there　occured　many　times　ju㎜p一五ike　evo1utions．
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　　　　F・・th・・th・伽ε伽例α1∫・舳・チ・θ1倣α伽例・∫・｛11α伽・i・di丑・…tf・・円・i・・一

soidal　cur▽e　so　that　it　is　dangerous　to　estimatethe　natureoftotaldevelopment

from　the　obser▽ation　of　only　a　limited　period　of　time（see　section（v）of　III）．

　　　　For　instance，the〃〃肋ε肋α〃舳み∫オα肌θbetween　animate　and　lifeless　ma－

terial　mighthavebeen　ab1e　to　exist　in　the　ear1ystagebutinthesedaystheliving

materia1s　have　already　been　deve1oped　in　such　a　way　as　to　adapt　the　present

stage　and　cooperative　to　the　whole　system　even　though　taking－the　simp1est

form．Therefore　such　an　intermediate　materia1camot　be　found　if　we　want　t0

fnd　the伽〃gεbetween　two　worlds，and　there　exists　a　deep　chasm．Neverthe1ess

such　a　deep　chasm　does　not　hinder　the　re1ation　between　biology　and　physics　or

chemistry．The　bridge　connecting　the　two・domains　may　easily　be　found　by

thermodynamics．On　the　other　hand，it　is　dangerous　to　unify　the　domains

m㏄hanica11y　or　by　the，method　of　simp1e　induction．

III．τ加肋〃0∫α舳壱ω1P0オθ例〃α1

　　　　The　ii▽ing　system　is　composed　of　atoms，ions　and　mo1ecules　as　well　as　life－

1ess　substances　and　there　can　be　seen　complicated　chemica1composition，decom－

position　and　di舳sion　of　matter．In　the　trans1ent　phenomena　of　lifeless　system

we　consider　the和〃oれ加榊｛ωりo〃物伽1conducting　these　physica1and　chemi－

cal　reactions．My　considerationl　on　this　matter　how　to　formulate　the　mo1ecu－

1ar　statistics　and　to　define　the　chemica1potentia1in　transient　phenomena　wi1l

be　described　later．　We　will　suppose　here　thatオ加和〃∫co榊〃棚物g脇θ∫2〃α6＿

肋犯∫α∫舳〃α∫4例伽1｛伽9岬’舳α∫伽伽研θ1θ∬∫畑舳α〃50肋伽力θ〃
○れん．ク．（chemical　potentia1）．

　　　　Whether　the丘e1d　in　the1ivi㎎system　has　the　same　thermodynamical
nature　with　that　in　the　lifeless　system　or　not　is　a　question．　On　this　question

we　wi11，however，confess　someα挽γ伽α伽θreason．

　　　　（1）The　chemical　reaction　in　the　body　which　has　lost　its　life　must　be

conducted　by　the　ordinary　ch．p．　On　the　othe兵hand，the　reactions　before　the

death　was　conducted　by　the丘eld　of　biological　ch．p1　Then　whether　there　oc－

curredan伽ψ6肋例gθofchemica1potentialornotisaquesti㎝fromthe
thermodymmical　point　of　view．
　　　（2）We　know　the榊θγJαlo〃18μ∂when　a　snow一刊ake　is　inits　period

of’growth　or　of　destruction，　Theα加ωμ一〃加change　considered　above　might

be　such　a　reversa1described　in　section（v）．

　　　　（3）On．the　other　hand，the　atoms　and　molecules　are　moving　in　the

〃α∫θ功α62and　the　living　system　must　have　its　position　in　the　space　as　a舳o－

1κα1αγαgg〃gα伽吻a1though　they　are　a　very　complicated　one．　Therefore　we

can　consider　the丘eld　in　both　system　from　the　point　of例o伽〃〃∫’α眺f6‘∫．

Further，there　might　be　nothing　inadequate　but　a　bene丘t　in　considering　com－

mon　nature　of　the而e1d　if　the　thermodynamics　are　app1ied　only60〃κ41ツ．

■



lrlrlE A~'NALS OF ~,H~; HITOTSUBASI{1 AcADl~~iY 

Many biologists have asked me how to calculate the ch. p. in the living 
systern. It is, however, a matter of biology, and thermodynamics is really in-

different to such a detailed calculation. On the other hand, the qua,Ititative 

calculation of such a function from the point of molecular statistics is very 
difficult and quite powerless for such a complicated case (see (6. 15/) of VI). 

Qualitatively the idea of ch. p, is, however, a very powerful weapon of 
thermodynamics and molecular statistics of transient phenomena and we have 
good reason to recommend the application of this idea to the study of bio-
10gy. Therefore, Iet us illustrate the interesting properties and the way of 

application of this idea. 

( i ) The field has a character with very lowg rawge ieeteractiovt as it is seen, 

for instance, in the case of crystal formation. The disturbance in cooperative 

phenomena might be recovered by this field. The totality of livi,}g systeflb 

might be also explained by this cooperative character of the field. 

(ii) If we adopt the method of p-field (p means ch. p. of reacting or dif-

fusin*" substance), the quasitherntodyl4amical treatme~~tl of ileh,omogee4eous col-

loidal system as well as tra,4siel4t pheeaolthe,ea can now be possible, which was 

formerly thought impossible. 
(iii) The development of beautiful and curious form of some crystal com-

posed of simple molecules or even atoms, can be explained by mutual ilrduc-
tiow of the p-field aled the developmelet. That is, the development may be con-

ducted by the field and the development induces the field to its surrounding so 

that the crystal develops like a rolling snow-ball by this mutual induction. The 

theory of predestination by biologists might be critisized from this point of view. 

( iv) The crystallit of curious snow-flake must have extraordinary large 

free eeaergy or small eletropy corresponding to its curious form. Therefore, we 

can now explain the leegative ilecrease of evetropy of small part in the system in 

transient state. 

( v ) The field of developme,et of such a crystal under enough supply of 

vapour molocule will disappear and unstable equilibrium of vapour and crystal-

lit might be seen, if the vapour supply becomes poor. And then the field re-

verses its sense and it will become the field of destructio,e, if the supersatura-

tion of the surrounding vapour disappears. 
Such a reversal can be considered as one of the causes of relaxatiow oscilla-

tiote. We have also suspected that such a reversal might be seen before and 
after death of a system (see section (iii) of VI). 

(vi) We can avoid the paradox which is inevitable if we do not compr(~ 
hend the theory of rate process. The reactio'n velocity crtigh,t depeerd on this fie!d 

describing ho~'J f^-r the system is apart from the equilibrium, for the field must 

disappear when the system is in its equilibrium. Let us call the field the 
circual~stontce of the equili,brium theory which depends on the ther,Itodyl4a,rhical 

quautity. But there are many paradoxical facts that the reaction is not intense 

though the system is very apart from the equilibrlum. 

,
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　　　　They　say　that　there　must　be1arge〃∫4∫地例6θfor　the　reaction　and　the　ve－

locity　depends　on　the丘eld　strength　as　we11as　on　the　resistance．5Therefore，

the〃・・㈹o畑θαゐ・7μd…舳加oγ伽，ifthe・esista・ceofthisprocessismuch
sma1ler，and　in　this　caseク〃αdoκ北α1α功θd　may　be　seen．

　　　　Let　us　ca1l　the　largeness　of　resistance　the　c；κω舳∫オα伽θoチ〃〃まんθoグッo∫

グα加〃ocと∬，and　this　circumstance　can　not　be　considered　thermodynam1cally．

We　must　disti㎎uish　two　circumstances　in　the　theory　of　transient　phenom㎝a；

and　if　we　confuse　these，we　must　meet　theク〃α∂o”which　is　verydangerousfor

biology．

　　　　（vii）The　nature　ofmetastabi1ity，false　equilibrium，andofthe　relaxation

phenomena　becomes　c1ear　if　we　recognize　the　theory　of　rate　process．1

　　　　（・iii）Thi・丘・1d・・㎜otb・・…by中…k・d・y・・of…b・・・・…It…

only　be　perceived　by　statistical　obser▽ation　of6θ〃α加色1o例gづ物〃γηα1・　The1ength・

of　this　interval　is　a　very　important　quantity　and　the　so－ca11ed加例θoチ〃α伽一

〃o例is　an　instance　of　such　an　interva］．

　　　　For　instance，1et　us　consider　Langevin，s　equation　of　Browhian　movement，

which　can　be　written　in　the　form

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　灼＝一gγα∂μ　　　　　（3．1）

whereηis　the　mean　velocity　of　di舳sing　particle，Kりis　the　resistance　andμ

the　chemical　potential　of　the　particle．Such　a　velocityηand　the丘eld，gradμ，

can　no　1onger　be　perceived　by　direct　observation．　It　asserts　that　the　centre

of　Brownian　movement　of　the　particle　is　drived　statistica1ly　by　the丘e1d．

Detailed　consideration　of　this　time　interYal　will　be　stated　later．

　　　　The丘eld　represents　the榊6θ∬｛り㈹〃例伽gオ〃oωgん肌θ伽幽切dωα160〃δ例一

gθ附42∫．Therefore　we　might　see　the加〃o∫ωo〃｛o吻statistica11y　and　a1so　the

伽1d　o∫oγ696舳〃o〃when　there　was　nothing　on　the　earth．The1atter　is　simi1ar

to　that　of　mclear　formation　in　metastab1e　state（Keimbildungsfe1d）．

　　　　（ix）　The　nature　of　semi－permeabi1ity　and　specialty　of　biochemical　pro－

cesses　can　be　explained　qualitatively　by　our　method．

IV．Nθgα伽θ1伽κα∫θoチ石例｛グo〃

　　　In　the　case　of　snow　formation　it　is　said　that　the　greater　the　supersatura－

tion，the　more　complicated　form　the　crysta11it　takes，in　order　to　increase　the

γα加of∂6∫αクク2α7α〃‘20f　supcI：satl］ration．

　　　In　spite　of　t11e　largeness　of　free　energy　of　each　crystal1it，the　rate　of　decrea－

sing　of　free　energy　of　the〃α1∫洲伽〃composed　of　crysta1lits　and　the　surro－

unding　is　accelerated　by　the　snow－Hakes．

　　　　This　circumstance　is　described　as閉ω棚α㍑κd伽〃o’一1ike　a　snow－ba11ro11ing

down　a　slope　if　we　adopt　the　exp1anation（iii）of　III．

　　　In　other　words，it　may　besaidthatthecrystal1itacts1iketheω肋α肋伽〃、

　・Jo｛9uet，ん〃丑．ゐク伽∫…口惚，5（1926），5；see　foot　note16and（6．7）of　vI．
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That　is，the　surface　of　the　crystal1it　play　a　role　of　passage　for　the　co1liding　mo1e－

cules　to　be　carried　to　each　nib，where　they　deposit．The　supersaturation　stabi－

1izes　itself　temporari1y　through　an伽∫‘α棚伽which　speedi1y　takes　away　the

chemical　stress　of　total　free　energy．　The　formation　of　such　an　mstable　form

with　s㎜al1entropy　might　be　seen〃ゆo∫θりby　the　observer　with　naive　eyes．

　　　　Our　body　is　composed　of　complicated　mo1ecules　with　de1icate　behaviour

1ike　enzyme，hormone　and　others　and　such　moIecu1es　take　so　delicate　an　ar－

rangement　that　the　free　energy　of　s口ch　a　system　must’be　very1arge．

　　　　But　the1arger　the　free　energy　of　such　a　system　is　the　larger　may　be　the

・α”炊α肋・・…1…ti・gth・・㎝・・mpti㎝・ff…㎝・・gy・fth・・・…mdi・g
by　this　body．On　the　other　hand，the　body　is　synthetized　by　a　part　of　free　energy

consumed　in　the　body，1ike　the　tax　at　the　customs　house．　This　is　the　common

feature　of　the　transient　phenomena，the　passage　having∫榊α〃θ例〃o〃or1〃g3

free　energy　is　bui1t　with　vigour1ike　ro11ing　snow－bal1by　the〃〃oチヵ2θθ〃〃ω

which　is　consumed　by　the　passage．‘

　　　　These　molecular　aggregations　are　shaken　by　thermal　agitation，if　the　in－

herent　therma1agitation　should　be　considered　convenient1y　like　a　virtual　action

of　extema1body，so　that　mo1ecu1es　fal1down　from　the　nib　and　the　curious　form

contracts　to　an　ordinary　ice　block，if　the▽apour　supply　becomes　de丘cient　to

deve1op　the　nib。（The　process　may　be　either　re－evaporation　from　the　nib　and

condensation　at　the　stem　of　crystal　or　the　creeping　of　the　reevaporated　molecu1e

from　the　nib　along　the　surface　to　the　stem）．　Then　the　cata1ytic　action　of　the

Hake　nlay　be　lost　and　this　is　the60榊伽o〃例α｛ω榊ofsuch　a　system　with由屹α加

α〃α榊gε榊舳1or　with　sma11entropy　and　is　cal1ed〃沸7∫α1of丘eld　according

to　the　expression　of（v）of　III．　　　　　　　、

　　　　、Ve　Japanese　are　able　to　visualize　the　dovelopment　of　such　an　unstable

structure　with－arge　free　energy　if　we　remember　the　crowded　passenger　car

during　the　war．The　unstable　vapour　mo1ecules　crowding　on　the　nib　of　smw－

nakes　are　shattered　by　therma1agitation　but　the壬o〃∫ツ曲榊毒∫例oτひ伽伽舳一

∫他肋∫地〃zり脇1〃gθ和θθ舳〃ωand　molecu1es　are　like　the　people　wanting　to

be　free　but　hanging　at　the　window　or　sitting　on　the　roof　of　their　car　at　the　risk

of　their　li▽es．

　　　　Ifthi・i・th・g・・…1・・t・…fth・榊gα伽θ6肌〃α∫θ・チ舳物”・6鮒伽θ

○チ伽㍑鮒ω，・u・body・・do・・lif・m・・t・ls・be・…　stab1e㎝。、I。。the．

ana1ogy，the　small　entropy　can　be　seen　as　a　narrow　gate　through　which　on1y

theαgg〃gα肋伽㎜棚∫α砂o〃α肋ナ07例are　permittεd　to　go．Molecu1es　moving

freely　can　scarcely　have　the　cゐ伽㈹to　aggregate　in　such　a　form　in　the　phase

space．　Such　a　chance　and　sma11entropy　are　re1ated　together．

　　　　This　sma11chance　determines　the　ve1ocity　of　the　decrease　of　tota1free

energy．The　metastability　or　faise　equilibrium　are　explained　by　the　smallness

of　this　ve1ocity．The　aggregates　taking　such　a1im1ted　form　by　chance　can　be

considered　like　the　people　in　austerity．　Such　a　life　is　not　comfortable　but　the

uneasy　state　must　be　indispensab1e　for　future．　The　mo1ecu1es　are　also　stmg一
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gling through the difH:cult passage and then the chemical stress of total system 

i~ released by the austerity. 

The dy,eamical equilibrium, which was discussed by Bertalanffy and will be 

discussed on another occasion, can be considered as a pulsating flow of matter 

through such gates. 

The systems with small entropy like cluster, crystal-flake or living-system 

are not closed system, so that the application of gronud partitiole fueection might 

be suitable. The applicatiorf of the function in transient state is not yet per-

fect for us, but the phenomenological theory of cluster6 suggests the way df 

qualitative and approximate treatment7 of this case although the quantitative 

calculation of the number of complexion (corresponding to the mixing entropy 

in Frenkel's theory) including lives can no longer be carried in our case (see 

Usually the number of complexion is really defined only in the case oi 
equilibrium state. If we, however, consider a limited part of the phase space 1.7 

(cut off method) we can enumerate the number of complexion corresponding 
to a definite macroscopic transient state, which will be discussed later. 

V. Ofe the Possibility to Co,csider The 4th Law of 

Thermod yeeamics 

In the foregoing paragraph we have considered that the system in the 
transient state has large free energy and also that the discharge of the free 

energy is hindered by the bottle-neck. 

If the bottle-~leck is so narrow that the states dwell on as if they were in 

equilibrium, then they are called in the states of metastable or in false equili-
briwa~. The so-called time of relaxation depends on the narrowness of the 

bottle-neck which is determined by the free eleergy of activatio,e.8 But the 

narrowness is not unchangeable and even has the tendency to enlarge itself at 

the cost of free energy of the total system, discharging through this passage. 

In the simplest case of supersaturated vapour, cluster or crystallit suspending 

in it is the passage and their development makes the bottle-neck large. In this 
evolutio;e of passage we might flnd the key to solve the strange idea in natural 

science, fit,eess.9 

By the way, Iet us think here the circumstance deeply. According to the 
2nd law of thermodynamics, Gibbs' free energy. G, of the world has the ten-

dency to decrease in isothermal and isopietic.change. On the other hand, we 

' J. rrenkel. J. Che'ft. Phys., 7 (1939), p. 536. 

' Sugita, "Thermodynamics of Metastability and the Origin of Life" (in Japanese), Kagaku 
(Sciet~ce), 18, No. 5 (1948). 

' The energy part of this free energy determines the potential barrier of the process and the en 
tropy part depends on unstable or curious form of aggregation. 

' Sugita, "On the Idea of Fitness in Natural Phenomena" (in Japanese), Ikky(~ro,eso (Hitotsu-
bashi Rev.), 22, No. 3 (1949). 
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can find the tendency that the velocity of decreasi,eg of G, i.e. G wants to take 

a large value as far as possible. This might be a general principle of nature 

which I should like to call temporarily the 4th law of thermodynamics. 

The foundation of such a large principle will be discussed later, and we 

cari suggest here that it is very important and a beneficial idea that the nature 

of the transient phenomena as well as the living system may be clarified and 

explained uniformly by this principle. 

There are many delicate problems concerning human thought if we pro-
pose to clarlfy the nature of life on the basis of physics and chemistry. In 

'any way the matter looks as if it were concerned in the 4th law. 

The adequacy of the Ist law there is no one who doubts but on the 2nd 
law some objection or scepticism was seen, for the thermodynamics of transi-

ent phenomena are not perfect formerly. Also it might be feared to clarify 

with vigour the mysterious' veil covering the nature of life. But now the 
thermodynamics of transient phenomena are perfect as well as inadequatel and 

the problem is shifted to the 4th law. It might be a progress of theory though 

it looks like only shifting-the matter. 

I do not want to claim that the special and complicated matter of life can 

be solved only by thermodynarTlics but that the biologist has now a powerful 

weapon in thermodynamics to proceed to his last purpose. 
There is no doubt that the free energy, G, has the tendency to decrease. 

There might be struggle of life like origin of life, evolution or conscious action 

of higher animal and so on, to acceleratelo the tendency on the earth. The 
activity of the ~'~i;rd concerns this acceleration of natural tendencies.g The 

fundamental problem of philosophy also concerns the matter, whether to 

permit the i.14itiative of human mind, which is accelerating the natural course, 

absolutely or f40t. 

Here let us see many instances suggesting" this large principle of thermody-

namics. 
( i ) The cascade principle (Stufenregel) found by W. Ostwald shovrs that 

the nature has the tendencies as if it wanted to take the pass of smaller resistance 

or make a de tour and want to establish the equilibrium as fast as it could. 

(ii ) Generalizing further the rule described above, it might be said that 

the nature prefers the line of least resistance, if there are ways side by side for 

the equilibrium. 
( a ) According to Volmer,11 for instance, the crystal formation shows that 

such a pass is taken actually. 

(b) Eyring]2 and others called such a process rate deterelei,eileg. 

(c) Electric current in conductor take)- the distribution that heat loss is 

minimum if the tbtal current takes a *"iven value. Therefore the heat genera-

*' As if we are endeavouring to shorten the time of termination of epidemics whrch has arisen, 
though it would terminate itself in the natural course. 

*' ¥rolmer, Kitteti,k der 1'hasetabilduaeg (Berlin, 1939). 
'2 ~;yring and others, 77te Theory of Rate Processes (N.Y., 1941). 
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tion　must　be　maximum　if　the　potential　di丹erence　wi11be　taken　as　constant．

Therefore，if　a　cel1is　apP1ied　to　drive　the　current，it伽．i11take　the　distribution

to　dissipate　the　frεe　energy’of　the　cel1as　fast　as　it　can．

　　　　（d）Onsager13has　dbrivpd　his　reciproca1re1ation　from　the〃伽ψ1εo∫

12α∫〃6∬伽〃o物伽一椛棚o〃．This　princip1e　might　be　considered　to　the　maximum

∀elocity　of　entropy　increase　which　wi11be　considered　later．14

　　　　（iii）　If　a　new　passage　is　built　independent1y　which　has1ess　resistance

than　others　already　existing，then　the　circumstance　abo▽e　described，that

might　be　the4th1aw　of　thermodynamics，may　a－so　be　seen　from　our　common

SenSe．

　　　　（a）The　new　way　m三y　be　considered　having　delicate　catalytic　action，

therefore，large　free　energy　of　activation　or　sma11entropy．　The　free　energy

of　activation　determines　the　rate　of　deve1opment　of　such　a　passage　acting　as－

if　the　initia1cost　to　construct　a　highway，That　is　why　the　constructio’n　of　the

way　of　smal工resist加ce　is　retarded．Neverthe1ess，｛t　becomes　rate　determining

when　it　is　performed　and　the　old　ways　become　on1y　bipass　or　wi11be　ruined．

　　　　（b）The　idea　of　natural　selection　or　struggle　for　life　of　bio1ogy　may　be

considered　as　having　the　re1atiori　to　this　princip1e．　That三s　the　free　energy

discharged　t1］rough　the　old　passage　is　used　to　the　free　energy　of　actiマation　of

new　way，and　the　material　itse1f　constituting　the　old　w訊y　may　be　used　also　as

the　material　of　construction（see（v）of　VI）．

　　　　（c）　Such　a　circun1stance　1ike　natural　selection　can　be　seen　also　in　the

inorganic　wor1ds．　For　instance，let　us　observe　the　nuclear　form乱tion　of　ice　in

supersaturated　water　vapour　under　freezing　Point，and　containing　super－cooled

water　droplets－　If　the　crystal　mcleous　is　formed，not　on－y　the　condensation

occurs　on　this　nucleol」s，but　the　super－coo1ed　drop1ets　vapourize　and　disapPear．

This　is　the　consequence　of　the4th1aw　and　the　same　phemmena　can　be　seen

on　the　discharged　p1ate　of　Pb　S04of　battery　and　a1so　in　the　case　of　recrysta1－

1ization　of　meta1s　and　others，and　they　are　p1aying　a　role　to〃o舳oκ1加〃〃一

幽伽ツto　the　thermodynamical　equi1ibrium．

VI．〃b脇舳α伽α1凧θ07ツ舳∂0o舳〃曲〃

　　　　Neither　from　the　empirica1point　nor　from　the　poi口t　of　molecular　statistics

can　we　systematize　the4ψ1aw　immediated1y　and　thoroughly．　But　the　possi－
bility　is…n　otlr　hand．

　　　　（i）On　the　base　of　microscopic　revers1bi1ity　Onsager12has　shown　that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　δ（8－0）≧0　　　　　　　（6．1）

where5is　the　velocity　of　entropy　increase　of　the　total　system　and　O　is　the　dis－

sipation　function．On　the　same　base　as　Onsager，Landau　and　Lifshitz　has　show口

　130n5ager，P伽f。沢ω．，37（1931），p．405．　38（1932）。p．2265－
　　1‘S阜e　section（，）of　V工・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I　、一

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ・
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that ' G = - 2ep (6.2) in their stati.stical physics. 

( ii ) Let pei denote the parameter expressing the transient state, and let 

us assume that G is expressed by lli using the cut off method, then 

aG ~ = 2pi'~i, - aeei (6.3) pi 

where pi is the chemical potential of the ith comp.onent, and ini is the reaction 

velocity. Let us consider quasi-chemical processes 

2,)j*A,~1~2,,k*Ak = 1, 2,... (6.4) s
 

between the components. Denoting ~･ the reaction velocity of the process s 
from left to right, the reaction velocity dei can be written in the form 

,ei = 2,)isd* (6.5) 
Through this linear transformation the variables ,ei are transformed to q*. The 

number of new pararneter q* may be less than fei (see iv) and they may be in-

dependent variables.15 

Then G = 2(2piL'is) d* (6.6) 
where - 2!)k*pk = 2vfspj 2, pi,,** . 

From the theory of rate process of chemical reaction ~* can usually be 
written in the forml6 

_ 1 2L,j.p,/kT ~:,Jk.pk/k ~
 ~･ - . {e - (6.7) 

where R* represents the so-called chemical resistance of the process s, which 

corresponds with the circumstawce of the theory of rate process, and the quanti-

ty in the bracket represents the p-field, that corresponds with the circumstallce 

of the theory of equilibriutrv. 

Inserting the expression of d. in (6.6) we can see that d is equal to kT11 

where H is Boltzmann's H-function. If the mean value of H is taken in the 
momentum space and if it is assumed that s represents only the rate determin-
ing processes in the individual processes and that the higher term of ~r is negli-

ble (see iv), then 
~1',' p,/k T 2:Jk. p k/k 1} (6. 60 d = kTl~ = 2 2'Pi"" ' 

. R. e 
The proceedure, which neglected the higher term, corresponds with the cut off 

method.1 The summation of the right hand side of (6.6/) may be interpreted as 

2ep, where ep is the dissipation function of the quasi-chemical processes, and it 

may be considered as the virtual heat source.1 ' 
From this relation, however, we cannot see the validity of the 4th law in-

tuitively. Let us consider the matter on another occasion. 

** If we neglect smauer one, which is not rate determining, then q* may be interpreted as a sort 
of ~ parameter of de Donder (1'Affinit~). 

*' The statisticat foundation of this form appears to be not ye.t sufiicient. h may be assumed, 
however, from the thermodynamical consideration of Jouguet.' de Donder and the author.* 
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( iii ) The reversal of the p-field can be 'interpreted if we consider the 

transition from the stage 

2,,j*pj>2,;k*pk to ~:,;fspj<21)k*pk (6.8) 
(iv ) From the relation (6.7) we can see that 2~j.p,-2,)k.pk must be small 

enough if d･ is very small. Then the product of both term must be the small 
quantity of higher order and therefore the higher terms of (6.6/) can be reason-

ably neglected. Therefore the system in transient state can be deflned by ~~r-'. 

tain number of parameters d･ and q. from the point of macro-physicsl7. Thus the 

cut off method of quasithermodynamics is supported.1 " The therm:odynamics 
and molecular statistics of transient phenomena " will be translated in Engllsh 

( v ) We can see easily the circumstance that the molecules or the cluster 

of large free energy is developing consuming the free energy of the surround-

ing world. 

Synthesis of protein 

external Tissues. and 
s"stem c,H,,o,, Enz)mes C02. H20, 

food am*no ll ll 
decomposed _> -･ I -> amino products urea CL and acld acid and reproduction of protein C air a'd and ~¥ 2 V2 olhers othcrs others and 

cons~mplto* 

I~L~~~i~ 
air (including Metabolism C02, HzO. Urea destr,lctlb,7 s~~~~'e 

and others protein) 
of energy 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Part I corresponds with the production of Part 11 corresponds with the production of 

capital goods (protein). See p. 21. consumer goods (A.T.P, corres-
ponds also with labourer). 

i Let us consider this synthetic reaction in details. In every instant such 

molecules, cluster and tissues are degrading. The reaction of this type is 
denoted by ~:xiAi-~2xfAf (1), where xi is integer and Ai is components with 
large free energy like A.T.P. or sorne protein molecule. By this reaction (1) the 

large free energy is liberated, which is utilized as the free energy of activation 

for the digestion and absorption of food and for the decomposition of glycogen 
in our body. The reaction of the latter type is denoted by 2yjB,,-~~yfBf (2). 

If the body is in a steady state, the consumption of matter and free energy due 

to the reaction (1) must be recovered by the synthetic reaction ~:2kCk-H,22klCk/ 

(3), in which ' -
IT If ~* is rate determining, then it is called decornposition or reaction coordinate. On the other 

hand, the higher term of (6.6/) satisfy the condition of detailed balance approximately (then is-O), 

which corresponds the microscopic reversibility. 
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2:z~pk<~:zklpk/ , ' ' 

The field of this reaction (3) shows reversal. But if wle consider the combined 
reaction of (2) and (3) and further idealize the process bf energy transfer from 

(2) to (3), then 

2yjpj + 4~]2kpk = 2yjjplJ + 22k!pkl (6.9) 
But the reaction velocity might not be lar,ge enough, if it is represented by 
(6.7). Let us consider now the combined reactionl8 of (1), (2) and (3). 

2xiAi + 2yjBj + 2zkCk -~ ~Jl~!Af + 2yfB,j + ~gklCk! (6. 10) 

2x,pt + 2y,p, + 22kpk > 2XJp J + 2y,!pf + ~:zklpk/ (6.91) 

Then the reaction (3) must be promoted by (2) and (1), the field of this reaction 

is estimated by (6.90 and the reaction velocity is represented by (6.7). 

The consumption of free ene~gy in our body is froFl (6.6) and (6.9) 

d = k T~f = -~7(2xisp,-2x,!p /) qs 19 (6. I l) 

On the other hand, the reproduction of free energy due to the process (3) will be 

written in 
2 (2zkt pk- ~'2kf pk/) ~t. ~ ' (6. 1 2) 

Let us consider the metabolizm of component i. The consurnption of free ener-
gy20 of i is from (6. 1 1) 

~ (xisPf~x,.lp!) ~s 

and the reproduction must be from (6. 12) 

2 (zit piT ~i!ptJ) ~l' 

T. hen the following relation 

- ~/2(xtsPi-xis/p /) q 2(g,tp, z fpf) qt (6.13) 
,* 

migh,t be obtained in the steady state, which is onealogous to the equation of 

simple reproduction of economics. Let us assume that stJ corresponds with 
the synthesis of protein and s:=t:=2 with that of A. T. P. (adenosine triphosphate) 

and also that i:::A corresponds with A.'T.P. and i:=P with protein. Then from 

(xIAApA+xlpdpP) ~l (2 p+22p) ApP~l (6. 13) }
 l (6. 130 (x2_4_dpA+x2pdpP) q2 =: (21A+22A) ApA~2 

where dpA=:pA-pA/ ApP:=:PP-PP/ 
Then in steady state xlp=:zlp' x2A:=z2A and 

XIA _ 21A := J~LL~~A p (6.14) 
22p x2p ApA 

18 This corresponds ¥vith the model of multiple collision of many components. Our body. is a 
mixture of many components like vitamin, hormon6, enzyme and others, therefore the above consi-
deratlon might be reasonable from this point of view. If we consider the energy transfer of the 
combined reaction and if we assume that the energy liberated by (1) is converted to the energy of 
activation of (6.10), then the prominent action of enzyme will be interpreted in this manner. 

le Let us assume that xi.Pt-x, .lpi/ is easily defined like dpA of dp. of the equation (6,ly). 
,
 20 It is my opinion that the quantity ~ has a similar property to the utility function of ma-

thematical economics, which wants to take as large a value as possible (see V). 
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From (6.13/) we can get also _ (6. 15) ' 
21AApAd2 = XIAdpA~1 

Then from (6. 14) 21AApA=XZPApF and 

x2pApP~2 = XIAApA~l. (6.15/) 
If we put here (see N.B.) 

V1=xlAdpA~l=zlAdpA~2, V2=x2AdpA~2=22AdpA~2, 
C1 = XI PA p p~l = 21 pA p P~ I and C2 = x2pA p p~2 = 22 pd p P~l 

then (6.130 and (6.150 may be written in the following form 

C1 + Vl = C1 + C2 (6.13//) 
C2+V2 = Vl+V2 

V1=C2 
which is in similar form to that of economics (see fig. l). 

We can also get from (6. 130 

x2p ZIA ql (6. 16) z2p XIA ' 
~
2
 

Therefore, if the correlation of ~l and ~2 is known from the measurment in the 

steady sta~e, we can estimate App and thus the entropy 2~ of the protein 

molecules in living body. The phenomena of life may be interpreted as the 

correlatiove of ~* of the metabolizing components. 

N B. (6. 13) and (6. 13~ may be obtained by the maximum principle of 
l dl, i.e. the 4th law. (6. 15) follows from the relations x2A=z2A 

xlA~l + x2A~2 = (glA + 22A) ~2 and 

for the conservation of the components. Thus xlA~l=glA~2, and 
(6. 15) and (6. 16) can be obtained. 

21 The quantity can not be measured chemically, because the system can no longer be alive if we 
seperate it from the body to measure the value. See p. 12 and p. 15. 




